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Acquisition Information

The present collection forms part of the Roy Flamm Photograph Archive.

Scope and Content

The Roy Flamm Photographs of Buildings Designed by Bernard Maybeck were taken apparently for the purpose of illustrating a University of California at Berkeley memorial exhibition on Maybeck's work following the architect's death in 1957. The majority of the collection's 284 photographs --by San Francisco Bay Area photographer Roy Flamm --picture two of Maybeck's most distinguished structures: The First Church of Christ, Scientist (Berkeley, 1911); and San Francisco's Palace of Fine Arts, constructed for the Panama-Pacific International Exposition of 1915. Other works featured include the Hearst Gymnasium on the campus of the University of California, Berkeley, which Maybeck co-designed with Julia Morgan; the Roos House, the Goslinski House, and the Packard Showroom, all of San Francisco; the Randolph School, the Oscar Maurer Studio, the Hunt House, the Rose Walk, and the architect's studio, all of Berkeley; the Hopps House of Ross; the Tufts House of San Anselmo; and the Outdoor Art Club of Mill Valley. Also included are photographs of the exhibition installation.

Series 1. First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley, 1910.

Additional Note

Numbering of items is irregular. Container listing has been verified for completeness

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:1--PIC ark:/13030/tf9779p4f7
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, vines] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:2--PIC ark:/13030/tf5s200914
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of pergola] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:3--PIC ark:/13030/tf2p3006nd
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:4--PIC ark:/13030/tf0h4nb27n

Roy Flamm Photographs of Buildings Designed by Bernard Maybeck, circa 1950-1955
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, entrance]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:5--PIC  ark:/13030/tf0v19p0bw

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:6--PIC  ark:/13030/tf4w1009p9

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, trellises]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:7--PIC  ark:/13030/tf7j49p4np

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary from altar]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:8--PIC  ark:/13030/tf4h4nb50q

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:9--PIC  ark:/13030/tf200006qd

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, detail of columns in sanctuary]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:10--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3199p0rs

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:12--PIC  ark:/13030/tf796nb6sq

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley, 1910

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, ceiling beams]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:13--PIC  ark:/13030/tf8x0nb8mb

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of pulpit and organ loft]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:14--PIC  ark:/13030/tf8q2nb86t

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary down nave]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:15--PIC  ark:/13030/tf0x0nb2w3

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, side aisle in sanctuary]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:16--PIC  ark:/13030/tf8w10112t

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:17--PIC  ark:/13030/tf9p3012dg

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of hallway]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:18--PIC  ark:/13030/tf7m3nb6q1

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, detail of ceiling beams]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:19--PIC  ark:/13030/tf1s20061f

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:20--PIC  ark:/13030/tf8r29p4vd

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of vines and windows]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:21--PIC  ark:/13030/tf4p3008ri

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of windows and eaves]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:22--PIC  ark:/13030/tf9r29p5jij

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:23--PIC  ark:/13030/tf5j49p1xr

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of column]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:24--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3489p1mv

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley, 1910

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of eaves]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:25--PIC  ark:/13030/tf4580081d

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of windows]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:26--PIC  ark:/13030/tf5x0nb6hw

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of courtyard]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:27--PIC  ark:/13030/tf6z09p3qj

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of vines and windows]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:28--PIC  ark:/13030/tf2g2nh4cm

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of eaves]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:29--PIC  ark:/13030/tf4290089w

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:100--PIC  ark:/13030/tf367nb4fp

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:101--PIC  ark:/13030/tf2m3nb39f

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of window and trellises]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:102--PIC  ark:/13030/tf887011d2

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of trellises and eaves]  
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:103--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3r29p14j
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of trellises]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:104--PIC ark:/13030/tf658009q7

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of trellis]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:105--PIC ark:/13030/tf779p08j

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley, 1910

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of windows and eaves]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:106--PIC ark:/13030/tf4v19p240

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of structure from elevated location] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:107--PIC ark:/13030/tf787009xx

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of pergola]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:108--PIC ark:/13030/tf8j49p4kz

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of trellis]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:109--PIC ark:/13030/tf6k40109c

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, pergola]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:110--PIC ark:/13030/tf867nb7pf

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of trellises and pergola]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:111--PIC ark:/13030/tf938nb8th

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, pergola]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:112--PIC ark:/13030/tf8c6010x0

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, pergola]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:113--PIC ark:/13030/tf109nb2d8

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, garden and pergola]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:114--PIC ark:/13030/tf179p14k

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, garden]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:115--PIC ark:/13030/tf096nb22r

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of pergola]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:116--PIC ark:/13030/tf31nb51w

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley, 1910

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, entry sign]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:117--PIC ark:/13030/tf8489p46n

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of columns]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:118--PIC ark:/13030/tf529008c7

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of trellis]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:119--PIC ark:/13030/tf5q2nb63c

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of beams]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:120--PIC ark:/13030/tf158006d6

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:123--PIC ark:/13030/tf7n39p44k

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:125--PIC ark:/13030/tf2d5nb3bn

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:127--PIC ark:/13030/tf8s2011ch

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:127a--PIC ark:/13030/tf3489p1nc

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley, 1910

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of door]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:128--PIC ark:/13030/tf787009zf

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of pergola]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:129--PIC ark:/13030/tf2b69n9ns

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, detail of window]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:130--PIC ark:/13030/tf4580082x

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary down nave]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:131--PIC ark:/13030/tf8s2011s1

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of sanctuary down nave]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:132--PIC ark:/13030/tf2a2nb4d4

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:133--PIC ark:/13030/tf129005zb
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, detail of lamps in sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:134--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf500008mr
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, detail of column in sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:135--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf2w10085f
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:136--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf0f59w921
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary from altar] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:137--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf7489p3z7
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, detail of capital on column in sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:138--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf4f59p22b
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley, 1910
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, detail of capital on column in sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:139--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf6j49p3zj
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, detail of column in sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:140--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf1r29p0bj
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:141--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf8n39p4r6
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of beams and column in sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:142--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf7489p4hm
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:143--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf0f59w921
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of chancel and altar] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:144--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf64010bw
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, detail of ceiling design] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:146--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf58008f
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, detail of ceiling design] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:147--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf596nb63r
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley, 1910
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, detail of lamp] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:149--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf549p1z8
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of altar and chancel] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:150--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf409nb51z
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:151--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf8q2nb87b
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [exterior, view of pergola] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:152--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf44008wz
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, side aisle in sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:153--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf067nb2d8
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, side aisle in sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:154--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf8779p4v4
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, side aisle in sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:155--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf4f59p23v
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:156--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf811nb81w
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of side aisle in sanctuary] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:158--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf3n39p0v8
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, closed glass door] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:159--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf767nb7b7
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley, 1910
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, open glass door] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:160--PIC ⬤ ark:/13030/tf5q2nb64w

Roy Flamm Photographs of Buildings Designed by Bernard Maybeck, circa 1950-1955
Series 1. First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley, 1910.

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, fireplace]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:163--PIC

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of assembly hall with fireplace]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:164--PIC

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of assembly hall with fireplace]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:165--PIC

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of assembly hall]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:166--PIC

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of assembly hall]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:167--PIC

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley: [interior, view of window in assembly hall]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 1:168--PIC


Additional Note

Numbering of items is irregular. Container listing has been verified for completeness.

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of rotunda and pond]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:1--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of urn, rotunda interior]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:2--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of columns and urns, rotunda exterior]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:3--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [detail of urn, rotunda interior]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:4--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of urns and column, rotunda exterior]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:5--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of colonnade and rotunda exterior]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:6--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of rotunda through colonnade]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:7--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [colonnade]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:8--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [detail of facade, rotunda exterior]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:9--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [details of columns on colonnade]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:10--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco, 1913-1914

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [colonnade and pond]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:11--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of rotunda and pond]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:12--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of rotunda and pond]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:13--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [detail of facade, rotunda exterior]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:14--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [detail of column, rotunda exterior]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:15--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [rotunda interior]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:16--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [detail of sculpture and ceiling, rotunda interior]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:17--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [rotunda, colonnade, and pond]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:18--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [colonnade]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:19--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [colonnade]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:20--PIC

Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [colonnade] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:21--PIC  ark:/13030/tf409nb52g
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco, 1913-1914
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [detail of sculpture, rotunda exterior] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:22--PIC  ark:/13030/tf5779p38x
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [detail of sculpture] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:23--PIC  ark:/13030/tf5t1nb60g
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [colonnade, rotunda, and pond] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:24--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3m3nb4af
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [detail of columns and sculpture, rotunda exterior] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:27--PIC  ark:/13030/tf958011z0
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [colonnade] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:28--PIC  ark:/13030/tf7z09p40g
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [rotunda and pond] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:29--PIC  ark:/13030/tf067nb2fs
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [detail of urn, rotunda interior] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:30--PIC  ark:/13030/tf0k4005g2
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [general view of rotunda, colonnade, and pond] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:33--PIC  ark:/13030/tf2h4nb4jw
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [general view of rotunda, colonnade, and pond] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:34--PIC  ark:/13030/tf5c6009j8
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of rotunda rising above surrounding buildings, with Bay in background] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:36--PIC  ark:/13030/tf8h4nb7g5
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of rotunda and pond at night] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:37--PIC  ark:/13030/tf2g50070r
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of rotunda, colonnade, and pond at night] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:38--PIC  ark:/13030/tf387007vp
Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco: [view of rotunda and surrounding neighborhood, with Bay in background] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 2:39--PIC  ark:/13030/tf2s20085s


Additional Note
Numbering of items is irregular. Container listing has been verified for completeness.

Bingham house, Santa Barbara [exterior, general view] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 3:1--PIC  ark:/13030/tf863nb763
Bingham house, Santa Barbara [interior, living room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 3:3--PIC  ark:/13030/tf7867b7q6
Bingham house, Santa Barbara [exterior, yard and rear of house] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 3:4--PIC  ark:/13030/tf4p3008s2
Bingham house, Santa Barbara [exterior, yard and rear of house] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 3:5--PIC  ark:/13030/tf2779p092
Bingham house, Santa Barbara [exterior, general view] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 3:6--PIC  ark:/13030/tf6n39p3t4


Additional Note
Numbering of items is irregular. Container listing has been verified for completeness.

Hearst Gymnasium, University of California, Berkeley, ca. 1925 (with Julia Morgan) [exterior, urns flanking west entrance] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 4:1--PIC  ark:/13030/tf738nb77m
Hearst Gymnasium, University of California, Berkeley, ca. 1925 (with Julia Morgan) [exterior, double staircase] BANC PIC 1978.059:2--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3w1008fw
Hearst Gymnasium, University of California, Berkeley, ca. 1925 (with Julia Morgan)
[interior, gymnasium room] BANC PIC 1978.059:3--PIC  
[interior, gymnasium room] BANC PIC 1978.059:4--PIC  
Hearst Gymnasium, University of California, Berkeley, ca. 1925 (with Julia Morgan)
Hearst Gymnasium, University of California, Berkeley, ca. 1925 (with Julia Morgan)
[exterior, swimming pool] BANC PIC 1978.059:7--PIC  
Hearst Gymnasium, University of California, Berkeley, ca. 1925 (with Julia Morgan)
Hearst Gymnasium, University of California, Berkeley, ca. 1925 (with Julia Morgan)
[exterior, balconies] BANC PIC 1978.059:10--PIC  
Roos House, San Francisco, 1909
Roos House, San Francisco: [exterior, general view] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:1--PIC  
Roos House, San Francisco: [exterior, general view] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:3--PIC  
Roos House, San Francisco: [exterior, view of upper story] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:5--PIC  
Roos House, San Francisco: [exterior, detail of wooden railing] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:8--PIC  
Roos House, San Francisco: [exterior, general view] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:11--PIC  
Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, view of hallway] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:12--PIC  
Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, detail of furnishings] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:24--PIC  
Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, woman posing in unidentified room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:24a--PIC  
Roos House, San Francisco, 1909

Additional Note
Numbering of items is irregular. Container listing has been verified for completeness.
Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, parlor] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:26--PIC

Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, study] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:29--PIC


Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, hallway and open double door] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:33--PIC

Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, conference room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:34--PIC

Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, conference room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:34a--PIC

Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, doorway] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:35--PIC

Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, hallway and closed double door] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:36--PIC

Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, dining room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:37--PIC

Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, fireplace] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:38--PIC


Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, detail of hanging lamp] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:40--PIC


Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, bathroom] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:44--PIC

Roos House, San Francisco: [interior, stairwell] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 5:45--PIC


Goslinski house, San Francisco: [exterior, general view] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:1--PIC

Goslinski house, San Francisco: [exterior, entrance] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:2--PIC

Goslinski house, San Francisco: [exterior, detail of drainpipe] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:3--PIC

Goslinski house, San Francisco: [exterior, detail of window and drainpipe] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:4--PIC

Goslinski house, San Francisco: [interior, stairwell] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:5--PIC

Goslinski house, San Francisco: [interior, view through panelled window] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:6--PIC

Goslinski house, San Francisco: [interior, open door] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:7--PIC

Goslinski house, San Francisco: [interior, detail of candelabra on balcony] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:8--PIC


Goslinski house, San Francisco: [interior, music room?] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:10--PIC

Goslinski house, San Francisco: [interior, unidentified rooms] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:11--PIC

Goslinski house, San Francisco: [interior, dining room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:12--PIC

Goslinski house, San Francisco: [interior, dining room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 6:13--PIC
Series 7. Outdoor Art Club, Mill Valley, 1904.

Outdoor Art Club, Mill Valley: [exterior, view of windows and roof design] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 7:1--PIC
Outdoor Art Club, Mill Valley: [interior, assembly hall] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 7:2--PIC
Outdoor Art Club, Mill Valley: [interior, fireplace in assembly hall] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 7:3--PIC
Outdoor Art Club, Mill Valley: [interior, detail of ceiling beams] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 7:4--PIC


Chick house, Oakland: [exterior, general view] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:1--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [exterior, general view] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:2--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [exterior, view of balcony] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:3--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [exterior, side view] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:4--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [exterior, fences in yard] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:5--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [exterior, view of house through yard] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:6--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [exterior, patio] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:7--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [exterior, view of patio awning] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:8--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [exterior, patio] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:9--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [interior, hallway] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:10--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [interior, fireplace in living room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:11--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [interior, detail of fireplace] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:12--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [interior, stairwell] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:13--PIC
Chick house, Oakland: [interior, window in upper story room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 8:14--PIC


Packard showroom, San Francisco, 1926 (with John H. Powers and John Ahnden) [interior, view of columns and windows] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 9:3--PIC

Packard showroom, San Francisco, 1926 (with John H. Powers and John Ahnden)
[interior, detail of column capital] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 9:7--PIC
ark:/13030/ft2h4nb4kd


Hopps house, Ross: [exterior, view of balcony on side of house]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:1--PIC ark:/13030/ft2j49p15f
Hopps house, Ross: [exterior, view of path on side of house]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:2--PIC ark:/13030/ft5k40100d
Hopps house, Ross: [interior, doorway] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:3--PIC
ark:/13030/ft7779p392
Hopps house, Ross: [interior, living room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:4--PIC
ark:/13030/ft8h4nb7hp
Hopps house, Ross: [interior, detail of fireplace] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:5--PIC
ark:/13030/ft1f59p06h
Hopps house, Ross: [interior, dining room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:6--PIC
ark:/13030/ft096nb238
Hopps house, Ross: [interior, dining room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:7--PIC
ark:/13030/ft61nb6bj
Hopps house, Ross: [interior, study] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:8--PIC
ark:/13030/ft9199p5p1
Hopps house, Ross: [exterior, view of yard and balconies on upper story]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:9--PIC ark:/13030/ft35800813
Hopps house, Ross: [interior, study] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:10--PIC
ark:/13030/ft9p3012gh
Hopps house, Ross: [exterior, yard and entrance] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:11--PIC
ark:/13030/ft209nb3fk
Hopps house, Ross: [exterior, detail of balcony railing]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 10:12--PIC ark:/13030/ft4m3nb5k5
ark:/13030/ft438nb545


Additional Note
Numbering of items is irregular. Container listing has been verified for completeness.

Tufts house, San Anselmo: [exterior, roof] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 11:1--PIC
ark:/13030/ft78701002
Tufts house, San Anselmo: [exterior, eaves and upper story]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 11:2--PIC ark:/13030/ft3290071z
Tufts house, San Anselmo: [interior, built-in furnishings]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 11:4--PIC ark:/13030/ft0x0nb2xm
Tufts house, San Anselmo: [interior, living room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 11:5--PIC
ark:/13030/ftf4j9p2g6
ark:/13030/ftf3h4nb4p8
Tufts house, San Anselmo: [interior, detail of fireplace]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 11:7--PIC ark:/13030/ft5m3nb5xn
Tufts house, San Anselmo: [interior, detail of beams and wall shelves]
BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 11:8--PIC ark:/13030/ft6j49p40


ark:/13030/ft5k40101x
ark:/13030/ft91nb9zm


ark:/13030/tf829011dr

ark:/13030/tfoq2nb290

Fendler house: [exterior, detail of design on gate] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 13:3--PIC
ark:/13030/tf3w1008hx


Oscar Maurer studio, Berkeley: [interior, living room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 14:1--PIC
ark:/13030/tf7489p407

ark:/13030/tf7n39p46m

Oscar Maurer studio, Berkeley: [exterior, general view] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 14:3--PIC
ark:/13030/tf2n39p05m

ark:/13030/tf4b69p1bb

ark:/13030/tf8s2011tj


Additional Note
Numbering of items is irregular. Container listing has been verified for completeness.

Randolph School, Berkeley: [exterior, view of entrance gate] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 15:2--PIC
ark:/13030/tf0779n9hf

ark:/13030/tf309nb4kf

Randolph School, Berkeley: [interior, detail of window] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 15:5--PIC
ark:/13030/tf7d5nb783

ark:/13030/tf987011n0

Randolph School, Berkeley: [interior, parlor] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 15:7--PIC
ark:/13030/tf8b69p4m5

Randolph School, Berkeley: [interior, parlor] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 15:8--PIC
ark:/13030/tf1q2nb3hw

Randolph School, Berkeley: [exterior, view of entrance gate] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 15:11--PIC
ark:/13030/tf609nb612

Randolph School, Berkeley: [interior, parlor] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 15:12--PIC
ark:/13030/tf7z09p410


Additional Note
Numbering of items is irregular. Container listing has been verified for completeness.

Hunt house, Berkeley: [exterior, view of front of house] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 16:1--PIC
ark:/13030/tf6r29p3dk

Hunt house, Berkeley: [exterior, general view] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 16:2--PIC
ark:/13030/tf658009j8

Hunt house, Berkeley: [interior, foyer and front rooms] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 16:3--PIC
ark:/13030/tf3489p1qd

Hunt house, Berkeley: [interior, stairwell and adjacent room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 16:4--PIC
ark:/13030/tf8q5011dc

Hunt house, Berkeley: [interior, living room and dining room] BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 16:5--PIC
ark:/13030/tf4580083f

ark:/13030/tf0f59n93j

ark:/13030/tf5489p215
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hunt house, Berkeley: [interior, detail of ceiling design?]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 16:9--PIC  ark:/13030/t2b69n9p9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hunt house, Berkeley: [interior, kitchen]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 16:10--PIC  ark:/13030/tf4q2nb5rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hunt house, Berkeley: [interior, dresser in closet]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 16:11--PIC  ark:/13030/tf9m3nb93d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series 17. Lawson House, Berkeley, 1907.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lawson house, Berkeley: west elevation [exterior]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 17:1--PIC  ark:/13030/tf1q2nb3jd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lawson house, Berkeley: south elevation [exterior]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 17:2--PIC  ark:/13030/tf7t1nb7xj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lawson house, Berkeley: garden entrance [exterior]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 17:3--PIC  ark:/13030/tf489p41r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lawson house, Berkeley: music room [interior]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 17:4--PIC  ark:/13030/tf9199p5qj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lawson house, Berkeley: [exterior, balcony]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 17:5--PIC  ark:/13030/tf9b69p50n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lawson house, Berkeley: sitting room terrace</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 17:6--PIC  ark:/13030/tf200006rx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series 18. Maybeck Studio, Berkeley, 1924.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maybeck studio, Berkeley: [exterior, view of steps]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 18:1--PIC  ark:/13030/tf5r29p213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maybeck studio, Berkeley: terrace entrance [exterior]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 18:2--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3h4nb4g5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maybeck studio, Berkeley: living room fireplace</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 18:3--PIC  ark:/13030/tf800010p9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maybeck studio, Berkeley: living room</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 18:4--PIC  ark:/13030/tf7z09p42h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maybeck studio, Berkeley: [interior, entrance]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 18:5--PIC  ark:/13030/tf138nb35s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series 19. Associated Charities Building, San Francisco, 1927 (?).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Associated Charities Building, San Francisco: [exterior, general view]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 19:1--PIC  ark:/13030/tf5b69p1zz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Associated Charities Building, San Francisco: [exterior, view of front of building]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 19:2--PIC  ark:/13030/tf7r29p557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series 20. Rose Walk, Berkeley, 1912.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rose Walk, Berkeley: [double staircase leading to path]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 20:1--PIC  ark:/13030/tf496nb4nr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rose Walk, Berkeley: [double staircase and bench]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 20:2--PIC  ark:/13030/tf429008cx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rose Walk, Berkeley: [steps to street lamp]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 20:3--PIC  ark:/13030/tf79009xm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rose Walk, Berkeley: [path and streetlamp]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 20:4--PIC  ark:/13030/tf6d5nb6bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rose Walk, Berkeley: [path and ivy covered walls]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 20:5--PIC  ark:/13030/tf9290125x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series 21. Maybeck Exhibit, University of California, Berkeley.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maybeck Exhibit, University of California, Berkeley: [entrance to exhibit]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 21:1--PIC  ark:/13030/tf11nb3vq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maybeck Exhibit, University of California, Berkeley: [displays of photos]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 21:2--PIC  ark:/13030/tf7f59p4n1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maybeck Exhibit, University of California, Berkeley: [entrance to exhibit]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1978.059 Ser. 21:3--PIC  ark:/13030/tf3779p0sm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Roy Flamm Photographs of Buildings Designed by Bernard Maybeck, circa 1950-1955